Pollinator Puzzle!
Read the clues to the right and find the matching answer for each number from the list below. Write your answer in the puzzle space with the correct number.

Clues
1. A small bird that moves fast!
2. An animal’s home.
3. Sweet! This is a treat made possible by a pollinator.
4. This flying mammal likes cactus flowers.
5. Using this spray hurts pollinators too.
6. An animal that helps pollinate flowers.
7. Found in a flower. Sometimes it makes us sneeze.
8. A very colorful and beautiful pollinator.
9. Sweet liquid found in flowers.
10. Yum! Many pollinated flowers grow into these.
11. A busy garden insect.

bee  nectar
chocolate  butterfly
fruit  habitat
poison  pollinator
pollen  bat
hummingbird